Gatorade Bottle Assembly

My design is a reproduction of a commercial product. It is a three dimensional design of a Gatorade bottle such as this one:

Here is the multi-view of my design:

Here are the images of my design, with the cap slightly removed on the far picture:

Background:

I have been playing sports since I was very little, so a Gatorade bottle was a natural design for me to make. The most difficult part of the design was definitely designing the Gatorade symbol to resemble the actual logo – I had to use lines and relationships to make sure certain lines were parallel. Even though my organized sports career is over, I still work out frequently and often participate in sports, even if just pick up games, because I enjoy sports for themselves. Gatorade is a symbol of athletics, as it has fueled and rehydrated athletes.
for decades. I learned a lot during the project, but what was shocking to learn was how much I had learned in my time doing Solidworks designs. I've learned a tremendous amount from our hours spent in the computer lab, and I surprised myself with how much I knew.